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The protection of sensitive information against unauthorized access or fraudulent changes has been of prime concern throughout the centuries. Cryptology is the science of both developing techniques to secure information (enciphering) and developing ways of cracking the encrypted code (deciphering). Normally cryptology is applied to communications but is increasingly applied to the storage of data and information.
The term "cryptography" has entered D.Vallis. The requirement to cipher the message has arisen very much for a long time. Already in V - VI centuries BC Greeks applied the special ciphering device.
Cryptology prior to the modern age was almost synonymous with encryption (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Encryption​), the conversion of information from a readable state to apparent nonsense (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Nonsense​). The sender retained the ability to decrypt the information and therefore avoid unwanted persons being able to read it. Since WWI (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​World_War_I" \o "World War I​) and the advent of the computer, the methods used to carry out cryptology have become increasingly complex and its application more widespread.
Modern cryptology intersects the disciplines of mathematics (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Mathematics​), computer science (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Computer_science​), and electrical engineering (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Electrical_engineering​). Applications of cryptography include ATM cards (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Automated_teller_machine" \o "Automated teller machine​), computer passwords (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Password" \o "Password​), and electronic commerce (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Electronic_commerce​).
The cryptology consists of two parts, namely: the analysis of cryptology and cryptography. Each branch is engaged in main problems on improvement of efficiency of a science.
Cryptography is a discipline of cryptology designed to protect messages often with the help of a secret key. It has been in use for a long time, and some of its most important methods such as asymmetric cryptography, date back to the late twentieth century.
Cryptography is used to develop methods to keep messages and information secure by encrypting it. Encryption is a method of converting the data or information from a normal readable format, known as plaintext, into a format that is not readable, known as ciphertext, without being converted back to plaintext.
The modern field of cryptography can be divided into several areas of study: symmetric-key cryptography; public-key cryptography; cryptographic primitives; cryptosystems.
Cryptanalysis is the study of methods for obtaining the meaning of encrypted (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Encrypt" \o "Encrypt​) information, without access to the secret (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Secret" \o "Secret​) information that is normally required to do so. Typically, this involves knowing how the system works and finding a secret key (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Secret_key" \o "Secret key​). In non-technical language, this is the practice of codebreaking or cracking the code.
Cryptoanalysis refers to the practice of analyzing ciphertext with the intent of breaking it. Cryptoanalysis is the study of ways that can be used to obtain plaintext information from encrypted information without using the intended method such as using a key to decrypt the information.
"Cryptanalysis" is also used to refer to any attempt to circumvent the security of other types of cryptographic (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Cryptographic" \o "Cryptographic​) algorithms (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Algorithm" \o "Algorithm​) and protocols (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Cryptographic_protocol" \o "Cryptographic protocol​) in general, and not just encryption (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Encryption​). However, cryptanalysis usually excludes methods of attack that do not primarily target weaknesses in the actual cryptography (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Cryptography​), such as bribery (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Bribery​), physical coercion (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Rubber-hose_cryptanalysis" \o "Rubber-hose cryptanalysis​), burglary (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Burglary​), keystroke logging (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Keystroke_logging​), and social engineering (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Social_engineering_%28security%29" \o "Social engineering (security)​), although these types of attack are an important concern and are often more effective than traditional cryptanalysis.
In the past, cryptography has been mainly concerned with the problem of private communication between two parties. A number of ciphers exist which solve this problem more or less satisfactorily. With the advent of commercial data networks, there is a need for many pairs of users to communicate in privacy. The classical method of distributing secret keys to each user pair becomes very expensive and alternative means have to be explored.
With information development even more often resort to cryptology, as to an effective method of protection as more and more the companies, banks, establishments pass to electronic ways of storage of the various documents given access to which needs to be had not all. Proceeding from this reason i.e. to protect the information from breaking, day by day experts develop the new algorithms, allowing to hide this important information from potential malefactors. Now, when computer technologies have found mass application, the cryptography problematic includes numerous problems which aren't connected directly with засекречиванием information. Modern problems of cryptography include system engineering of the electronic digital signature and secret electronic voting, reports of an electronic toss-up and identification of remote users, methods of protection against imposing of untrue reports, etc. Specificity of cryptography consists that it is directed on working out of the methods providing firmness to any actions of the malefactor. However, with rapid development come and at all new methods of protection of the information.
I think the considered problem, is very important presently, and development of such science as cryptography, will help development of the big companies and as, will strengthen trust of simple inhabitants which use these companies.
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